Multinomial logistic regression Number of obs = 2,921 LR chi2 (18) = 235.32 Prob > chi2 = 0.0000 Log likelihood = -2171.1937 Pseudo R2 = 0.0514 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Interval] --------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
--------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------1 | (base outcome) --------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Note: _cons estimates baseline relative risk for each outcome.
. margins colrace##arrested_21
Predictive margins
Number of obs = 2,921 Model VCE : OIM 1._predict : Pr(smokedif10_ord==0), predict(pr outcome(0)) 2._predict : Pr(smokedif10_ord==1), predict(pr outcome(1)) 3._predict : Pr(smokedif10_ord==2), predict(pr outcome(2)) Multinomial logistic regression Number of obs = 2,861 LR chi2(18) = 212.88 Prob > chi2 = 0.0000 Log likelihood = -2062.7754 Pseudo R2 = 0.0491 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Interval] -----------------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Interval] --------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
--------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------1 | (base outcome) --------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
. margins colrace##arrested_22
Predictive margins
Number of obs = 2,861 Model VCE : OIM 1._predict : Pr(smokedif11_ord==0), predict(pr outcome(0)) 2._predict : Pr(smokedif11_ord==1), predict(pr outcome(1)) 3._predict : Pr(smokedif11_ord==2), predict(pr outcome(2)) Pseudo R2 = 0.0369 
. mlogit smokedif15_ord b1.colrace##i.arrested_26 arpre18 smokepre18 family_cat usborn if ( Multinomial logistic regression Number of obs = 2,819 LR chi2 (18) = 153.18 Prob > chi2 = 0.0000 Log likelihood = -1926.9835 Pseudo R2 = 0.0382 (2)) (2)) (2)) 
. mlogit smokedif18_ord b1.colrace##i.arrested_29 arpre18 smokepre18 family_cat usborn if (female == 0 & colrace > != 4), rrr (2)) (2)) (2)) - Pseudo R2 = 0.0497 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
- smokedif10_ord | RRR Std. Err. z P>|z| [95% Conf.
Interval] --------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
--------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------1 | (base outcome) --------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------- | Delta-method | Margin Std. Err. z P>|z| [95% Conf.
Interval] -----------------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- smokedif11_ord | RRR Std. Err. z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval] --------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 0 | colrace | 2
--------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------1 | (base outcome) --------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
)) ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
| Delta-method | Margin Std. Err. z P>|z| [95% Conf.
Interval] -----------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------- . . mlogit------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- smokedif12_ord | RRR Std. Err. z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval] --------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 0 | colrace | 2
--------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------1 | (base outcome) --------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-------- | Delta-method | Margin Std. Err. z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval] -----------------------------+-------------------------------------------------------- -------- _predict#colrace
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
_cons estimates baseline relative risk for each outcome.
. margins colrace##arrested_24
Predictive margins
Number of obs = 2,967 Model VCE : OIM 1._predict : Pr(smokedif13_ord==0), predict(pr outcome(0)) 2._predict : Pr(smokedif13_ord==1), predict(pr outcome (1)) 3._predict : Pr(smokedif13_ord==2), predict(pr outcome(2)) Pseudo R2 = 0.0545 
. margins colrace##arrested_25
Number of obs = 2,942 Model VCE : OIM 1._predict : Pr(smokedif14_ord==0), predict(pr outcome(0)) 2._predict : Pr(smokedif14_ord==1), predict(pr outcome(1)) 3._predict : Pr(smokedif14_ord==2), predict(pr outcome(2)) (2)) 
. mlogit smokedif16_ord b1.colrace##i.arrested_27 arpre18 smokepre18 family_cat usborn if (female == 1 & colrace > != 4), rrr (2)) (2)) ----------------------------+------------------------------------------------------- 
---------------------------------------------------------------
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
--------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------1 | (base outcome) --------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
. . end of do-file
